
37 Winning Workouts: For The Pick 3 Player
The pick player is one of the most versatile players on the court. They can
score, rebound, pass, and defend. As a result, they need to be in peak
physical condition to be effective.

The Importance of Workouts for Pick Players

Workouts for pick players are essential for several reasons. First, they help
to improve the player's strength and conditioning. This is important for
setting solid screens, rebounding, and finishing at the rim. Second,
workouts can help to improve the player's agility and quickness. This is
important for getting open for shots, cutting to the basket, and defending
the post. Third, workouts can help to improve the player's endurance. This
is important for playing hard for extended periods of time.

Types of Workouts for Pick Players

There are many different types of workouts that pick players can do to
improve their fitness. Some of the most effective types of workouts include:
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Strength training: Strength training exercises help to build muscle
and improve strength. This is important for setting solid screens,
rebounding, and finishing at the rim. Some examples of strength
training exercises include squats, deadlifts, bench presses, and rows.

Agility training: Agility training exercises help to improve quickness,
balance, and coordination. This is important for getting open for shots,
cutting to the basket, and defending the post. Some examples of agility
training exercises include plyometrics, cone drills, and ladder drills.

Endurance training: Endurance training exercises help to improve
cardiovascular fitness. This is important for playing hard for extended
periods of time. Some examples of endurance training exercises
include running, swimming, and biking.

Sample Workout Plan for Pick Players

The following is a sample workout plan for pick players:

Monday:

Strength training: Squats, deadlifts, bench presses, rows

Agility training: Plyometrics, cone drills, ladder drills

Endurance training: Running

Tuesday:

Rest

Wednesday:



Strength training: Leg press, hamstring curls, calf raises

Agility training: Lateral shuffles, backpedaling, sprints

Endurance training: Swimming

Thursday:

Rest

Friday:

Strength training: Bench press, shoulder press, triceps extensions,
bicep curls

Agility training: Plyometrics, cone drills, ladder drills

Endurance training: Biking

Saturday:

Game day

Sunday:

Rest

This is just a sample workout plan, and you may need to adjust it based on
your fitness level and goals. It's important to talk to a certified personal
trainer or coach to create a workout plan that is right for you.

Tips for Pick Players



Here are a few tips for pick players:

Set solid screens: A solid screen is one that forces the defender to go
around you. To set a solid screen, you need to be strong and
balanced. You should also position yourself in front of the defender and
make contact with their body.

Get open for shots: Pick players are often the target of double teams.
To get open for shots, you need to be quick and agile. You should also
be able to read the defense and find open spaces.

Cut to the basket: Cutting to the basket is a great way to get easy
scoring opportunities. To cut to the basket effectively, you need to be
quick and decisive. You should also be able to read the defense and
find open areas.

Defend the post: Pick players are often responsible for defending the
post. To defend the post effectively, you need to be strong and
physical. You should also be able to move your feet quickly and stay in
front of your opponent.

Pick players are a vital part of any basketball team. They can score,
rebound, pass, and defend. As a result, they need to be in peak physical
condition to be effective. By following the tips in this article, you can
improve your fitness and become a more effective pick player.
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